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Background

- Invitation to join SOL*R April 2006
- Academic Librarians in Public Service (ALPS)
- A community with common interests and sharing culture, history of collaboration
ALPS Clearinghouse

- 1998-
- Proliferation of CD-Roms, electronic products, databases, licensed through the ELN
- Share instructional materials related to above
- Clearinghouse model: submitted, categorized, posted
- It foundered on timing/technology
First Steps

- Members volunteered at AGM and announced on the ALPS list serv

WIKI (Share Library Resources)
- Open to all interested librarians
- Minutes
- Communication re homework
- Name & logo
SOL*R’s Appeal

- All set up
- Accepts all formats
- Deals with permission for reuse, modification, re mix, etc.
Q: Would SOLR meet our needs and how could we fit in?
A: Let’s see what happens

- Built for post secondary instructors in BC
- New discipline
  - Library and Information Literacy
What materials?

- All formats
- Handouts, subject guides in print or web-based, lesson plans, activities, exercises, animated tutorials, WebCT courses, video
Metadata

- Minimal mandatory fields
- Classification?
- Controlled vocabulary?
  - Folksonomy
Guidelines?

Q. How to communicate emerging guidelines that would apply to only the librarians?

A. A community portal
**LINK: Library Instruction Knapsack**

A repository of learning objects to support academic librarians in their instructional role.

### View the Collection

**BROWSE**

Browse the collection (opens in new window).

**SEARCH**

The search feature is not yet functional. In the meantime, you may choose to search the entire SOL*R repository.

Search ... Also search these repositories:
- [ ] LINK
- [ ] ANTS
- [ ] All of SOL*R
- [ ] CORIL

### Announcements

- Blog announcements to appear here.
Library and Information Literacy

Search within these results
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Finding Company and Industry Information (ms word)
A short exercise on using various databases to locate company and industry information.

Learning Resource Type: Exercise
Technical Format: application/msword

Date 13-Apr-2007
Version 1
Status live
Licenses (1)

Mind Map and Search Planning Templates (ms word)
Illustration of a mind map approach to topic analysis, derivation of research questions, and a concept-based plan for executing searches related to a research question. Fully developed example and blank forms included. (Total of 4 pages.)

Learning Resource Type: Activity, Learner Tool
Technical Format: application/msword

Date 16-Apr-2007
Version 1
Status live
Mind Map and Search Planning Templates

Description: Illustration of a mind map approach to topic analysis, derivation of research questions, and a concept-based plan for executing searches related to a research question. Fully developed example and blank forms included. (Total of 4 pages.)

Authors: Judy Growe, Judith Neamtan

Additional Information:

- Resource Type: • Activity
  • Learner Tool

- Typical Time to use resource: < 30 minutes

- Technical Format: application/msword

Find Related Resources

- More from Library and Information Literacy

Keywords

- mind maps
- topic analysis
- search planning
- Boolean

This resource is available under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 Canada License.

Learn more about the conditions of use granted by this license.
Next steps

- Promotion
- Local champions
- Guidelines emerging from experience
- Creative commons attribution non-commercial share-alike license?
- Soliciting specific new materials?
- Partnerships with other repositories?
Questions?
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